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I. Introduction

I arrived in Mae Daed Noi School on Monday, November 14; and my original plan 
was to spend 6 months at the school order to help the English teacher, teach 
English to students from kindergarten to secondary level, furthermore, work on my 
own projects. However, the length of my volunteer period was modified and spent 
only 2 and a half months there because of various reasons that will be explained in 
the latter part of my report.

Mae Daed Noi School is a Karen hill tribe school around 120 km from Chiang Mai. 
The location of the school is wonderful: it is surrounded by mountains away from 
city, rice fields all around. Karen people in the village are amazingly friendly, they 
were eager to help me in case I needed, and always had a kind look and smile on 
their  face,  even  though  language  barrier  made  it  difficult  to  get  into  a 
conversation, when we bumped into each other. On the other hand, Mae Daed Noi 
is very isolated; the condition of the road is really bad on the last 20 km, hence, it  
takes around 4 hours to get there from Chiang Mai (road work is in process thus it 
will get better in a few years I would guess). There is no real market around, thus 
better to be prepared and carry all staff you might need over there. 

At the 1st week of my arrival an English Camp was organized for the 9th graders by 
Child’s Dream university scholars what provided me a great introduction, and was 
a good opportunity to observe students and estimate their English ability. From 
week 2 real teaching started. During my 2 and a half month I have gained a lot of 
experience, learnt a lot about both the bright side and challenges of development 
work in a completely different culture, and above all  I  learnt a lot about who I 
really am. To be honest it was not easy, however, I am happy that I reached out for 
this opportunity as it taught me a lot.

II. Different aspect of work at Mae Daed Noi School

I would like to give a summary of my work at Mae Daed Noi School according to 
the followings:

1. Students’ English Ability

2. Cooperation with teachers and the management

3. Basic conditions
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1. Students’ English Ability

Children at Mae Daed Noi  were the most amazing experience of my volunteer 
period. They are the most kind-hearted kids who I have ever met in my life.  I 
taught English from kindergarten to secondary level (from age of 3 to 15) and had 
around 15 hours class a week. Children, mostly the older ones, were generally 
quite shy at the very beginning but as time went on they became more and more 
relaxed in my company.  My 1st impression was that students’  English ability  is 
extremely  limited:  they  did  not  seem  to  understand  at  all  what  I  said,  their 
vocabulary was really poor. I had decided to focus on mainly communication and, 
after a planning meeting with the English teacher, we divided the classes so that 
both of us spent time with all students; his focus was on grammar, mine was on 
communication. 

I  used  a  very  relaxed  way  of  teaching  with  them increasing  their  vocabulary 
through simple songs, games and pushed them to interact in English more and 
more.  This  method  seemed  to  work  pretty  well,  mostly  songs  captured  the 
attention of students (I need to add children in the village are very artistic). After a 
few weeks a subtle change was noticed, children were more open to talk in English 
and started to approach me in break times and after school. The improvement was 
more obvious with younger students thanks to their natural openness and no fear 
of making mistake. 

I think it is essential to make students understand that English can be useful in 
their lives. Their little community is very isolated and, of course, I understand that 
most of them will not use English daily; however, it is a great way to open up their 
world.  They  have  got  a  natural  curiosity;  were  really  interested  in  my  home 
country  and  my life  over  there.  My  main  aim was  to  make them realize  that 
English can be a channel to something they wish to discover. I would add that 
many NGOs help the school, thus foreigners visit Mai Daed Noi every now and 
then, which makes the realization much easier that English is not a waste of time 
but can provide connection to other people. 

Covered topics:

A. Kindergarten & 1st and 2nd grade

➢ Numbers

➢ Colours

➢ Follow instructions (stand up, sit down, bring… etc)

➢ Weather
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➢ Feelings

➢ ABC

➢ Body parts

➢ Songs:

 - Incy Wincy Spider

- Twinkle Twinkle Little Star

- How is the weather

- If you are happy and you know it

- Who is wearing

- Hockey Pokey

- Head, shoulders, knees and toes

➢ Games:

 - What’s the time Mr. Wolf

 - Duck, Duck, Dog

 - Musical Chair

 - Letter game

B. 3rd and 4th grade & 5th and 6th grade

➢ Basic Conversation

➢ Follow instructions

➢ Weather

➢ Colours

➢ Animals

➢ Feelings

➢ Body Parts

➢ ABC
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➢ Appearance

➢ Reading Practice

➢ Songs (see below)

➢ Games (see below)

C. 7th & 8th & 9th grade

➢ Basic Conversation

➢ Follow instructions

➢ Weather

➢ Colours

➢ Animals

➢ Feelings

➢ Body Parts

➢ ABC

➢ Appearance

➢ Reading Practice

➢ Professions

➢ Songs (see below)

➢ Games (see below)

2. Cooperation with teachers and the management

Cooperation  with  teachers  and  the  principle  seemed perfect  in  the  1st weeks, 
however,  as  time  went  on  a  more  complex  picture  appeared  what  was  a  bit 
difficult to cope with. Teachers were generally really friendly to me but there are 
problems and conflicts inside their small team. Information circulation for instance 
is a major issue at Mae Daed Noi School. The poor management of school can be 
easily noticed after a short time spent there; different responsibilities and projects 
are carried by different teachers, thus in case of an issue it is not sure who to 
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contact. School puts a lot of effort to present itself wonderfully; however, reality is 
far behind. In fact, I think the quality of teaching is neglected in order to make 
everything look perfect – I could not even describe how many classes had been 
cancelled in order to decorate classrooms and the yard before an official  from 
Chiang Mai visited the school, and because of other events.

I had trouble to catch up with what was going on in the school. I was always told 
everything in last moment what did not make me feel good at all. Sometimes I felt 
I was not given as much support as I hoped for from the side of the school. For 
example I was told at the very beginning that my transportation from Chiang Mai 
to Mae Daed Noi and back will be helped (all teachers are from Chiang Mai and 
they always went  home in  the weekends),  however,  I  still  needed to  take the 
yellow truck very often even though there were always teachers who went by car.

On the bright side I got close to 3-4 teachers and my cooperation with the English 
teacher  was excellent  as  well.  He was really  flexible  and helpful  and took  my 
consideration into account. 

3. Conditions

Condition in Mae Daed Noi are very basic, however, I could get adjusted quite well. 
As the school is located on the peak of a mountain days are hot and evenings get 
very chilly (it can get around 5 degrees).  Even though I was pretty much used to 
cold weather, I used to live in Finland for 4 years, even I was surprised how cold 
nights can feel up there in the mountains. However, I would not say it is a major 
issue; all you need is to put on many layers for the night. The only thing which 
took a bit longer time to get used to is using cold water in such temperature. 

The difficult part was the extreme isolation. Mae Daed Noi School is far away from 
everything and no teachers, except of the English teacher, could speak English in 
an appropriate level. I do not consider myself a big extrovert; however, I believe it 
is important to have good conversation every now and then. It was quite limited 
during my volunteer period. Mostly the company of student filled my days up with 
laugh what I really loved. 

III. Own projects

From the very beginning of my arrival I felt life of boarding students can get quite 
boring after 4pm when school ends. There was no activity anymore and honestly 
not many things to do for them. We started to organize Bingo Night: a simple idea 
of getting together after dinner and play bingo for an hour or so. Students really 
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appreciated it and even though it was voluntary all  boarding students joined it 
every single time. 

I  was  planning  to  set  an  English  Reading  Corner,  however,  I  was  not  able  to 
succeed because of the lack of time and lack of interest from the school side, what 
I  am really  sorry  for.  However,  I  would  encourage  everybody  who  decides  to 
volunteer at Mae Daed Noi, or any other hill tribe school, to be creative and try to 
organize simple after school activities for students. Believe me it is so much fun 
for both students and you.

IV. Photos

1. Mae Daed Noi School
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2. New Year Party

3. 9th Graders Performance
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5. Students

6. Play
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7. School trip

9. My farewell
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